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System Cost Categories

Constraint
- All actions System tagged (except RoCoF)

Energy
- All Balancing actions in addition to System
  - Reactive dispatch
  - Unassigned Costs e.g. Trading fees, Black Start availability

Other

RoCoF
January 2016

Constraints

Energy

RoCoF

Others

Constraint

Energy £34.4
RoCoF £9.5
Others £2.3
Constraint £40.5

£86.7m

national grid
Balancing Service Use of System (BSUoS) Forecasting
BSUoS Forecast – as at Jan 2016

Total BSUoS Costs: £1076m
+ £31m Since Oct ‘15

BSUoS Volume: 535.1 TWh
- 32.5 TWh Since Oct ‘15

Cost per MWh: £2.01/MWh
+ £0.17/MWh Since Oct ‘15
Summer Operability
Summer Operability

- Black Start
- High Voltage
- Inertia
- Downward Regulation
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audrey.ramsay@nationalgrid.com